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Abstract

Three Dimensional (3D) image quality assessment is a challenging problem as compared to 2D images due to their different nature
of acquisition, representation, coding, and display. The additional dimension of depth in multiview video plus depth (MVD) format
is exploited to obtain images at novel intermediate viewpoints using depth image based rendering (DIBR) techniques, enabling
3D television and free-viewpoint television (FTV) applications. Depth maps introduce various quality artifacts in the DIBR-
synthesized (virtual) images. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology to evaluate the quality of synthesized views in absence
of the corresponding original reference views. It computes the statistical characteristics of the side views from whom the virtual
view is generated, and fuses this information to estimate the statistical characteristics of the cyclopean image which are compared
to those of the synthesized image to evaluate its quality. In addition to texture images, the proposed algorithm also considers the
depth maps in evaluating the quality of the synthesized images. The algorithm blends two quality metrics, one estimating the
texture distortion in the synthesized texture image induced by compression, transmission, 3D warping, or other causes and the
second one determining the distortion of the depth maps. The two metrics are combined to obtain an overall quality assessment of
the synthesized image. The proposed Synthesized Image Quality Metric (SIQM) is tested on the challenging MCL-3D and SIAT-
3D datasets. The evaluation results show that the proposed metric significantly improves over state-of-the-art 3D image quality
assessment algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Image quality assessment (IQA) has been a major research
area since the last three decades due to its vast applicability in
modern broadcasting systems and due to the increasing demand
of high picture quality by the end user. In the recent years, the
advancements in 3D television, cinema and other advanced dis-
plays, e.g., free-viewpoint television (FTV) [1] and super mul-
tiview (SMV) displays [2], have posed new challenges in terms
of quality assessment of 3D pictures. 3D image and video qual-
ity assessment is a more difficult and complex problem com-
pared to its 2D counterpart. Due to different nature of acquisi-
tion, representation, transmission, and rendering of 3D images,
they suffer from different types of quality artifacts [3–6]. More-
over, the additional dimension of depth maps in 3D content also
introduces various quality artifacts. Research studies [7–9] sug-
gest that in addition to texture image quality, depth map quality
must also be incorporated in the evaluation process to assess the
true quality of 3D images.
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The latest autostereoscopic and multiview autostereoscopic
displays, e.g., FTV, SMV allow the user to enjoy the 3D scene
by interactively controlling the viewpoint. Such technologies
require a huge number of views to provide a smooth motion par-
allax. However, capturing, coding, and transmitting such a large
number of views is not practical due to various cost, hardware,
and bandwidth constraints. Therefore, limited camera views are
captured and transmitted and the additional intermediate view-
points are generated with depth image based rendering (DIBR)
techniques [10]. Given a DIBR algorithm, the perceptual qual-
ity of the rendered views depends on both the texture image
quality and the depth map quality [7, 8]. The quality of the
synthesized views is important as in a multiview autostereo-
scopic environment, most of the views presented to the viewer
are virtually generated. The quality of these views, thus, has
significant impact on the overall user experience. Moreover, be-
ing able to predict the quality of virtual views can be exploited
also in compression algorithms to drive the rate distortion op-
timization stage. As an example, the VSO coding tool of 3D-
HEVC [11] exploits such prediction to guarantee the quality of
the virtual views.

The quality of a synthesized image is affected by a number
of 2D and 3D artifacts that depend on many factors, such as:

• depth maps are noisy and imperfect since these are gener-
ally estimated through stereo-matching algorithms [12],
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and may cause structural and textural distortion in the
synthesized images [13–15]. Moreover, compression of
texture images and depth maps introduces additional ar-
tifacts [3, 16];

• large discontinuities in the depth maps introduce holes in
the synthesized images. Holes also appear as a conse-
quence of re-sampling when warped pixel locations need
to be mapped to integer coordinates. These holes are
filled through inpainting approaches which may intro-
duce blur in the final picture;

• other 3D rendering and viewing artifacts, e.g., binocular
rivalry, visual discomfort and ghosting or crosstalk [17–
20] have a significant impact on the perceived quality.

These issues make the quality assessment (QA) of 3D synthe-
sized images more complex compared to 2D-IQA. Moreover, in
absence of the original reference images, the QA of virtual im-
ages becomes more challenging problem. As already recalled,
for virtual viewpoints the corresponding ground truth video is
generally missing. In Fig. 1, a typical scenario for the quality
assessment of a virtual view is shown. An intermediate virtual
view V ′k , whose corresponding reference view Vk is not avail-
able, is generated from the distorted left and right views Vi and
Vj through DIBR. In absence of the reference k-th view, com-
mon full-reference image quality metrics cannot be employed:
an algorithm capable to predict the quality of the synthesized
image exploiting only the available side views is needed to eval-
uate the quality of the synthesized view V ′k .

2. Related Work

Various stereoscopic image quality assessment algorithms
have been proposed in literature [21–26], however the quality
assessment of DIBR-synthesized images is relatively less in-
vestigated. To quantify the structural distortion in synthesized
view due to DIBR, Bosc et al. [27] compared the edges of the
original and the warped images. However, this metric is lim-
ited to structural distortion estimation and cannot be used to
represent the overall quality of the virtual image as it does not
compute the color related artifacts. CSED (Color and Sharp-
ness of Edge Distortion) [28] is another full reference quality
metric that targets the hole regions to assess the color distortion
and uses the edge sharpness of the reference and virtual images
to assess structural distortion. The algorithm in [29] compares
the regions of high spatial frequency of the stereopair images to
estimate the contrast and luminance changes.

Kim et al. [30] proposed to apply a weighting map to the
conventional 2D quality metrics such as SSIM [31] and peak
signal to noise ratio (PSNR). The weighting map is computed
by combining the depth maps and the motion information es-
timated from the texture images. You et al. [32] proposed to
use the disparity information to improve the performance of 2D
quality metrics on 3D data. The 3D-IQA algorithm in [33] es-
timates the structural distortion in the synthesized image using
Hausdorff distance and combines it with SSIM score. 3DSwIM [34]
metric detects the human skin regions in the virtual image and
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Figure 1: A typical DIBR-Synthesized view quality assessment scenario: the
quality of intermediate virtual view V ′k is subject to evaluation whose corre-
sponding reference view Vk is not available.

finds the corresponding regions in the reference images; the two
corresponding regions are compared to determine the quality of
the virtual picture.

De Silva et al. [25] proposed a learning based Stereoscopic
Structural Distortion (StSD) metric to evaluate the quality of 3D
videos. The quality assessment algorithm proposed in [35] es-
timates the quality of the synthesized image by measuring how
classes of image contours change due to synthesis process. The
no-reference synthesized image quality metric proposed in [36]
exploits simple morphological operators to predict the quality
of the virtual image. They use the opening and closing mor-
phological operations to remove the synthesis distortions in the
virtual image. This filter image is then compared with the syn-
thesized image to estimate its quality. The 3D quality estimator
proposed in [37] combines SSIM and C4 [38] and also exploits
the disparity to estimate the quality. View Synthesis Quality
Assessment (VSQA) [39] combines SSIM with three weighting
functions derived from contrast, orientation and texture maps
of the reference and synthesized views to assess the quality of
virtual pictures. A good literature on 3D-IQA and various 3D
quality artifacts can be found in [40, 41].

Most existing quality assessment algorithms for DIBR syn-
thesized images are full-reference and rely on the conventional
2D-IQA algorithms. As described earlier, in modern 3DTV and
FTV applications few sparse viewpoints are captured and DIBR
is exploited to obtain a large number of intermediate views to
support smooth horizontal parallax. The existing 3D-IQA met-
rics cannot be used to evaluate the quality of these novel views
as the corresponding ground truth videos are not available. In
this paper, we propose a new methodology to assess the qual-
ity of virtual views in absence of the corresponding references.
We propose to use the original texture and depth images from
whom the virtual image is generated as references to estimate
the quality of the virtual image. This concept is novel and has
not been explored in the past for 3D image quality assessment.
Based on this concept, we present a novel 3D-IQA algorithm
to estimate the quality of the synthesized images in absence of
corresponding reference images. The major contributions of
this paper are as follows:

• The overall contribution of this paper is the proposal of
a novel 3D-IQA algorithm to evaluate the quality of vir-
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed SIQM. Block diagram of TDM (a) and DDM (b).

tual images obtained with depth image based rendering
(DIBR) techniques. The proposed metric considers not
only the texture images but also the corresponding depth
maps in assessing the quality of the synthesized image.
The two quality scores are combined to obtain the over-
all synthesized image quality.

• A novel Texture Distortion Metric (TDM) is proposed to
assess the quality of the synthesized texture image ex-
ploiting information fusion theory. The novelty of TDM
lies in the use of cyclopean eye theory and divisive nor-
malization transform (DNT) in context of DIBR synthe-
sized image quality assessment. In particular, the his-
tograms of the DN transformed texture input images are
fused together to estimate the statistical characteristics
of the mental (cyclopean) image. The histogram of the
DNT of synthesized image is also computed and com-
pared with that of the mental image to estimate the qual-
ity of the synthesized texture image. Such approach to
texture quality evaluation has been previously introduced

in [42], where it has been analyzed in presence of HEVC
compression only using objective metrics.

• In addition to texture images, depth maps are also con-
sidered in quality evaluation; indeed, distortion in depth
maps significantly affects the sharp boundaries in the depth
map which in turn causes structural distortion in the syn-
thesized image. Based on this observation, a novel Depth
Distortion Metric (DDM) is presented. The DDM locates
the noise sensitive pixels in the original depth maps and
use them to evaluate the quality of the distorted depth
maps using histogram shape analysis technique. A sim-
ilar approach for totally blind evaluation of depth maps
quality has been recently proposed in [43] in the particu-
lar case of HEVC depth compression only.

• It must be noted that the proposed 3D-IQA algorithm es-
timates the quality of the synthesized image without us-
ing the reference image corresponding to the synthesized
viewpoint. It instead uses the left and the right view im-
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ages and depth maps, which have been used to synthesize
the virtual image, to evaluate the synthesized image qual-
ity. This is also a novelty of the proposed algorithm, as
the existing 3D-IQA algorithms, except the no-reference
techniques, use the reference images corresponding to the
virtual viewpoint to assess the quality of the synthesized
images.

The proposed SIQM metric is compared with the mean opin-
ion score (MOS) of subjective tests reported by 3D synthesized
image datasets, MCL-3D [44] and SIAT-3D [45]) targeting dif-
ferent kind of distortions ranging from transmission loss errors
to JPEG compression. The obtained results show the excellent
correlation of SIQM with subjective rankings compared with
state-of-the-art 3D-IQA algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 3 presents
an overview of the proposed quality metric and describes the
texture distortion metric (TDM). Sect. 4 describes the depth dis-
tortion metric (DDM) and the combination of TDM and DDM
to get a single global metric. The experimental evaluation is
carried out in Sect. 5 and the conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

3. Proposed Synthesized Image Quality Metric

The proposed SIQM targets the quality assessment of a vir-
tual image that is generated from two distorted stereograms and
their corresponding depth maps by using DIBR. In particular,
SIQM is a combination of Texture Distortion Metric (TDM)
and Depth Distortion Metric (DDM). The TDM exploits the
divisive normalization transform and cyclopean eye theory to
estimate the quality of the synthesized texture image. Since
the corresponding reference image is not available, TDM esti-
mates a cyclopean image from the reference left and right tex-
ture images. It estimates the statistical characteristics of the
input views and fuses them together to estimate the statistical
characteristics of the cyclopean image, that is then compared
to the synthesized image to predict the distortion. The DDM
estimates the distortion in the depth images that are used in the
synthesis process. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of SIQM.
In the diagram Vl, Vr and Dl, Dr, are the left and the right
distorted stereoscopic images with corresponding depth images
respectively which are used to generate the intermediate virtual
image Vs by DIBR. The goal is to estimate the the quality of
Vs in absence of the corresponding original view. On the other
hand the reference textures and depths V ′l , V ′r , D′l and D′r are
available and can be exploited in the evaluation. In the follow-
ing we assume that all images have resolution M ×N .

3.1. Divisive Normalization Transform and Cyclopean Percep-
tion Models

Our TDM quality model is based upon the Cyclopean Per-
ception theory [46] proposed by Béla Julesz in 1971. The Cy-
clopean Perception analyzes stereopsis and refers to the forma-
tion of a virtual image in our mind (Julesz called it ‘the cy-
clopean retina for stereopsis’) from stimuli received from the
left and the right eye. The cyclopean image, also referred to as
mental image, is a view obtained by fusing the left and the right

views as if it was captured by a virtual eye (usually referred to
as the cyclopean eye) placed in between the two eyes.

Divisive normalization (DN) model is based upon the stan-
dard psychophysical and physiological models that have been
used to study the nonlinear behaviors of cortical neuron in bi-
ological vision [47]. The use of DN model in image quality
assessment was pioneered by Teo and Heeger in [48]. It uses a
set of wavelet-like linear sensors to obtain a scale and orienta-
tion decomposition of the image. The output of these sensors is
weighted and non-linearly transformed according to the Divi-
sive Normalization [49]. The DN model has been studied in bi-
ological, psychophysical, physiological and perception fields to
model the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) [49], masking be-
havior in perception [50], and to study the neuronal responses in
biological visual systems [31, 51, 52]. In image processing, DN
transforms have been exploited in contrast enhancement [53],
image compression [54, 55], and image quality assessment [56,
57]. The literature on human perception has shown a strong
relationship between the statistical characteristics of DN trans-
form and the perceptual image quality. The researches on vi-
sual perception, like [48, 50, 58, 59], have shown that the DN
model can effectively represent the masking phenomena. More-
over, it has been shown that DN model achieves statistical in-
dependence and can be represented by Gaussian scale mixture
(GSM) model [60]. Gaussian scale mixture (GSM) model has
been used in quality assessment techniques using spatial and
frequency based DN transforms, e.g., [61–64]. The strong per-
ceptual and statistical relevance of divisive normalization trans-
form advocates its usage in the image quality assessment.

The DNT statistics can effectively capture several image
distortion types. In particular, the DNT statistics are sensitive to
various kinds of distortion and, more importantly, can be used
to estimate the amount of distortion present in the image. In the
following, we investigate the impact of various kinds of image
distortion on the DNT statistics. To this end, we take a sample
image and a set of corrupted versions affected by various dis-
tortion models to observe the corresponding impact on the DNT
histogram. In Fig. 3, we show a sample image from MCL-3D
dataset affected by additive white noise (AWN), Gaussian blur
(Gauss), sampling noise (Sample), and JPEG compression dis-
tortion (see Fig. 3b-3e). Figure 3f shows the DNT histogram
of the original image; Figures 3g-3j report the DNT histograms
of the corrupted images superimposed over the DNT histogram
of the original image to show how the histogram varies with
the introduction of different types of distortion. One can ob-
serve significant changes in the DNT histogram of the impaired
images.

Moreover, it can be noted that the shape of the histogram
changes differently depending on the distortion type. For ex-
ample, in presence of AWN distortion, the highest peak in the
DNT histogram gets flat and the width of the histogram in-
creases. With Gaussian blur, the DNT histogram values gathers
around the center resulting in a decrease in width and an in-
crease in the peak height, which gets even sharper in case of
sampling noise. The DNT histogram of the JPEG compressed
image comprises a very high peak at the center and few very
sharp peaks in its proximity due to quantization. The proposed
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Figure 3: Histograms of DNT of a sample original image and corrupted versions with different distortion types: (a) sample image of Balloons 3D sequence
from MCL-3D dataset, and corresponding DNT histogram (f); (b)-(e) image with AWN, Gaussian, Sampling, and JPEG distortions; (g)-(j) corresponding DTN
histograms compared with (f).

3D-IQA algorithm aims at exploiting such modifications of the
DNT histogram to estimate the quality of DIBR-synthesized
images.

3.2. Texture Distortion Metric (TDM)

Given two views with corresponding depth maps one can
compute a virtual intermediate view using DIBR. The cyclo-
pean image is estimated from the reference texture images whereas
DIBR uses distorted texture and depth images to obtain the vir-
tual image. As opposed to the theoretical cyclopean image, the
virtual image usually suffers from various rendering artifacts
(as described in the previous section) which in turn introduce
different kinds of distortion limiting its visual quality. The pro-
posed SIQM model aims at leveraging on the discrepancy be-
tween these two images to infer the quality of the virtual image.

TDM is based on the estimation of the statistical character-
istics of the cyclopean and the virtual image, respectively; those
characteristics are compared in order to predict the quality of
the virtual image without any reference to the actual interme-
diate view. In particular, in TDM the color dispersion model
based on the divisive normalization (DN) transform is used to
characterize images statistically.

TDM takes as input the two reference views V ′l , V ′r and
the synthesized view Vs whose quality is subject to assessment.
First of all, divisive normalized images Tl, Tr and Ts are cre-
ated in the spatial domain [64, 65]. Tl is computed from V ′l as
follows:

Tl(u, v) =
V ′l (u, v)− µl(u, v)

σl(u, v) + ε
(1)

where ε is a small constant used to avoid division by zero (in
experiments we set ε = 1). µl(u, v) and σl(u, v) are local aver-
age and standard deviation computed over a block of sizem×n

centered at (u, v). These are computed as:

µl(u, v) =

m
2∑

i=−m2

n
2∑

j=−n2

w(i, j)V ′l (u+ i, v + j), (2)

σl(u, v) =

√√√√√ m
2∑

i=−m2

n
2∑

j=−n2

w(i, j)[V ′l (u+ i, v + j)− µl(u, v)]2

(3)

where w is 2D symmetric Gaussian weight function:

w(i, j) =
1

2πσ2
e−

i2+j2

2σ2 (4)

with σ = 1.16 as in [65]. The same approach is repeated to get
divisive normalized images Tr and Ts using V ′r and Vs, respec-
tively.

The TDM attempts to estimate the statistical characteris-
tics of the cyclopean image from the left and the right DN
images Tl and Tr. The existing stereopair quality assessment
techniques, e.g., [21, 66, 67] use the disparity maps and 3D
warping to obtain the corresponding cyclopean image; other
works, as in [68], perform block based matching over the two
stereo images to merge them to obtain a cyclopean image. Un-
like previous computationally demanding methods, we propose
a simple yet efficient approach to estimate the statistical char-
acteristics of the cyclopean image. We exploit the normalized
histograms of DN images of the left and the right texture im-
ages to estimate the statistical characteristics of the cyclopean
image. Let Nl, Nr and Ns be the normalized histograms of Tl,
Tr and Ts respectively computed using κ equally spaced bins,
i.e.

∑κ
i=1N{l,r,s}(i) = 1. The normalized distribution Nc of

the cyclopean image is estimated by fusing theNl andNr mod-
els using the Levelt weighted sum model [69, 70]:

Nc = wlNl + wrNr (5)
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Figure 4: Sequence: Balloons, Frame: 1, Left View: 1, Right View: 5. Left camera view (a), Right Camera view (b), Synthesized middle view from distorted
stereopair (c), the corresponding divisive normalized images (d)-(f) and the normalized probability distributions (g)-(i).

where wl and wr are weights of Nl and Nr respectively such
that, wl + wr = 1. For middle virtual view, we set wl = wr =
0.5.

In Fig. 4, the left (4a) and the right (4b) reference stereo-
scopic images of Balloons sequence from MCL-3D dataset, and
the corresponding DN transform images (4d, 4e) and their nor-
malized distribution models (4g,4g) are shown. It can be ob-
served that the left and right distribution models, whilst very
similar, are not identical. In TDM a single distribution Nc
is computed from both the left and the right images and it is
considered as representative of the mental image: the result-
ing distribution is shown in Fig. 5a. In Fig. 4 we also show a
sample intermediate virtual view Vs generated from the stere-
opair distorted with additive white noise (AWN), along with its
corresponding DN transform images (4f) and the normalized
distribution Ns (4i).

Finally, the distance between the distributions Nc and Ns
is used as an estimate of the distortion affecting the virtual im-
age. In Fig. 5b the two distributions models are superimposed
to better notice how they differ in a sample case. The difference
between the two curves represents the distortion in the virtual
image. To this end we propose to use the Bhattacharyya coef-
ficient (ρ) [71]; indeed, this latter has been shown to be more
reliable than other metrics, e.g. the Mahalanobis distance [72].
The Bhattacharyya coefficient is used to estimate the similarity
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Figure 5: (a) Probability distribution of estimated cyclopean image. (b) Proba-
bility distribution of synthesized view overlaid on (a)

between the two distributions as follows:

ρ(Nc,Ns) =
∑
x∈κ

√
Nc(x)Ns(x) (6)

Finally, TDM is computed as the difference between the two
models calculated by the Hellinger distance [73]:

TDM =
√

1− ρ(Nc,Ns) (7)
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Figure 6: Histograms of a sample pixel p in the depth image d1 of Poznan Street sequence from MCL-3D dataset. In (b)-(e) the depth image is distorted with
Gaussian blur noise at four different levels. (a) Qi = 935, (b) Qi = 575, (c) Qi = 275, (d) Qi = 405, (e) Qi = 605, (f) Qi = 545, (g) Qi = 675, (h) Qi = 565, (i) Qi

= 675, (j) Qi = 525. Note: in the above graphs, the x-axis represents bin number and the y-axis represents the size of the bin.

4. Depth Distortion Metric (DDM)

A depth image is a texture-less grayscale image that usually
comprises large homogeneous or linearly changing regions with
sharp boundaries. Such depth boundaries, if distorted, cause
very annoying structural distortions in the synthesized image.
In particular, distortion in depth maps may introduce various
artifacts in the synthesized image: blocking artifacts may cause
object shifting, ringing around depth edges can result in geo-
metric distortions, etc. [13, 14]. Here we propose a depth dis-
tortion metric (DDM) to estimate the quality of depth images.

The proposed DDM algorithm is based on the fact that the
boundary regions in a depth image, being generally very sharp,
are more sensitive to noise than the flat homogeneous regions.
It exploits statistical tools to assess the distortion present in
the boundary regions which determines the quality of the depth
map. The DDM works in two steps: first, it computes the noise
sensitivity map (NSM) of the reference depth image to find the
pixels which are the most sensitive to noise, and are expected
to introduce significant distortion in the synthesized image. We
call such pixels noise sensitive pixels (NSP). Second, for each
NSP, a local histogram from the distorted depth map is con-
structed and analyzed to estimate the quality of the depth im-
age. The DDM builds on the key observation that distortion in
the depth maps significantly alters the histogram around NSPs.

The proposed algorithm exploits the shape of the histogram to
predict the depth image quality. The following paragraphs de-
scribe each step in detail.

To discriminate between the sharp and the homogeneous
regions we propose to use the gradient magnitude. Let D′l be
the reference left depth image and Dl be the corresponding dis-
torted depth image (see Fig. 2). The NSM of reference depth
map D′l is computed as

NSM =
√
G2
x +G2

y, (8)

where Gx and Gy are the horizontal and vertical gradient com-
ponents computed with the well-known Sobel filter. The NSM
is normalized to bring the values in interval [0, 1]. Moreover,
only pixels with NSM > τ are selected for the DDM estima-
tion.

The distortion of a given NSP is estimated by examining
its neighborhood: a local histogram of its neighborhood is con-
structed and analyzed to infer the presence of noise. As the
NSP lies on, or in the proximity of the boundary between two
different depth levels, the histogram appears to be very peaked
around two bins. In presence of noise, the depth transitions
may undergo significant changes, e.g., blurriness, blockiness,
and ringing artifacts and this effect can be captured by a lo-
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cal histogram where the two peaks are less pronounced and the
values are more equally distributed in between.

Fig. 6 shows histograms of a sample NSP p (with neighbor-
hood of size 15×15) from reference and distorted depth maps
of Poznan Street sequence from MCL-3D dataset (see Sect. 5
for dataset details). Fig. 6a shows the histogram of p from the
reference undistorted depth map and the Figs. 6b-6l show the
histograms of p when the depth map is distorted with different
distortion types and levels. The histogram is computed onto 10
equal bins. Two very high peaks with values above 100 can
be observed in Fig. 6a showing that the depth values are con-
centrated around two bins whereas the rest of the histogram is
very sparse and almost empty. Fig. 6b and 6c shows the his-
tograms of the same region when the depth map is distorted
with Gaussian blur at two different levels. The histogram in
Fig. 6b exhibits lower peaks and a higher valley in between: a
drop of more than 30 can be observed in the two peaks along
with increased values of the bins in the middle. The increase
in Gaussian blur level further smooths the histogram (Fig. 6c).
A similar trend in histogram can be noted in case of sampling
noise (Fig. 6k, 6l), additive white noise (AWN) (Fig. 6e, 6f),
and under JPEG compression (Fig. 6g–6j); in all cases, when
increasing the noise the two high peaks decrease and get dis-
tributed over the bins in between. As a consequence, we can
exploit the histogram modification to estimate the distortion in
the depth image.

It turns out that the depth distortion can be determined by
computing the area lying above the histogram. Such area de-
creases for increasing noise and can be correlated to the quality
of the depth map. Let S be the set of noise sensitive pixels
and let pi ∈ S be an NSP with coordinates (x, y)|{1 ≤ x ≤
M ; 1 ≤ y ≤ N}. For each pi ∈ S, we select a patch Pi in
Dl of size h × h centered at (x, y) and construct its histogram
Hκi computed on κ bins. The quality index Qi of pixel pi is
computed by approximating the area contained above the curve
Hκi as follows:

Qi ≈
κ∑
t=1

[max(Hκi )−Hκi (t)] (9)

Fig. 6 also shows the Qi values for each histogram. The Qi
for histogram of the reference depth image (Fig. 6a) is very
high representing the good quality of the depth map. It can
be noted that for each distortion type, Qi decreases when the
noise level is increased. This example clearly shows how Qi
can be related to the amount of distortion that a depth pixel has
received. Finally, the DDM of depth image Dl is computed as:

DDMl =
λ

|S|

|S|∑
i=1

1

Qi
(10)

where |S| represents the size of set S and λ is the scaling fac-
tor. In all the following experiments we set λ = 100. The
value of DDMr for the right depth map Dr is computed analo-
gously. The two distortion measures are averaged with the same
weights wl and wr used in (5) to estimate the overall depth dis-

Table 1: SIQM Parameters Settings.

TDM Settings DDM Settings

Parameter Value Parameter Value

m,n 7 κ 10
κ 600 τ 0.25

h 15

Table 2: Distortion Types and Control Parameters with Range Values used in
experimental evaluation.

Distortion Control Parameter Parameter Values

Gaussian Blur (Gauss) Standard Deviation 11, 21, 31, 41
Additive White Noise (AWN) Standard Deviation 5, 17, 33, 53
Down-sampling Blur (Sample) Sampling Ratio 5, 8, 11, 14
JPEG Compression (JPEG) Quality Level 30, 12 , 8, 5
JPEG2000 Compression (JP2K) Compression Param. 200, 500, 900, 1500
Transmission Loss (Trans) OpenJPEG library Visually selected

tortion:

DDM = wlDDMl + wrDDMr (11)

4.1. Synthesized Image Quality Metric (SIQM)

The texture distortion (7) and the depth distortion (11) are
combined to predict the overall quality of the synthesized pic-
ture; the value of the Synthesized Image Quality Metric (SIQM)
is calculated as:

SIQM =
[
TDM

]α · [DDM]β (12)

where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 are the control parameters used to adjust
the relative importance of texture and depth distortions. The
values of α and β have been empirically set to α = 0.85 and
β = 0.15 in this paper.

5. Experimental Evaluation and Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed quality metric on two large DIBR synthesized datasets
and compare it with other state-of-the-art synthesized image
quality assessment methods.

5.1. Experimental Setup and Evaluation Datasets

The parameter values of TDM and DDM algorithms used
in experiments are listed in Tab. 1; for a fair evaluation in all
experiments these values were kept unchanged. The values of
these parameters are estimated empirically by using few sam-
ple texture and depth videos. In case of synthesized stereo-
scopic images, the SIQM score of each synthesized image is
independently computed using (12), and the overall quality of
the stereopair is computed by averaging the two SIQM values.

The performance of the proposed SIQM metric is evaluated
on MCL-3D dataset [44] and SIAT Synthesized Video Quality
dataset (SIAT-3D) [45]. The MCL-3D dataset aims at analyzing
the impact of different image distortions on the quality of the
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Table 3: Overall Performance of SIQM and other 3D-IQA Metrics on MCL-3D dataset.

Metric 3DSwIM Youl Youg StSd Benoit Gorley ST-SIAQ NIQSV SIQM

PLCC 0.6497 0.7504 0.3650 0.6995 0.7425 0.7099 0.7133 0.6783 0.7744
SROCC 0.5683 0.7567 0.6609 0.7008 0.7518 0.7196 0.7034 0.6208 0.7756
RMSE 1.9777 1.7196 2.4222 1.8593 1.7429 1.8323 1.8233 1.9118 1.6461

Table 4: Comparison of SIQM and other 3D-IQA Algorithms on Different Dis-
tortion Types in terms of PLCC.

Metric AWN Gauss Sample Transloss JPEG JP2K

3DSwIM 0.4640 0.8218 0.8127 0.7566 0.6431 0.6478

StSD 0.7472 0.8429 0.8392 0.6527 0.7372 0.7836

Benoit 0.9102 0.8600 0.8544 0.6796 0.8044 0.8064

Youl 0.9278 0.8560 0.8564 0.7930 0.7934 0.8071

Youg 0.8856 0.8685 0.7138 0.5373 0.8599 0.8921

Gorley 0.7735 0.8550 0.8544 0.6043 0.8326 0.9051
ST-SIAQ 0.7884 0.8215 0.8070 0.8264 0.7420 0.7884

NIQSV 0.8184 0.8356 0.8262 0.7190 0.2798 0.7070

SIQM 0.7798 0.8738 0.8673 0.6851 0.8858 0.7057

Table 5: Comparison of SIQM and other 3D-IQA Algorithms on Different Dis-
tortion Types in terms of SROCC.

Metric AWN Gauss Sample Transloss JPEG JP2K

3DSwIM 0.4560 0.6999 0.7247 0.8134 0.7029 0.5526

StSD 0.7242 0.7993 0.8146 0.6290 0.7663 0.7896

Benoit 0.9116 0.8222 0.8354 0.6809 0.8200 0.8143

Youl 0.9214 0.8115 0.8256 0.8084 0.8115 0.8098

Youg 0.8948 0.8555 0.7825 0.5785 0.8085 0.8561

Gorley 0.7841 0.7915 0.8218 0.5800 0.8345 0.8910
ST-SIAQ 0.7765 0.7235 0.7668 0.8408 0.6638 0.8092

NIQSV 0.8272 0.8447 0.8478 0.7461 0.2753 0.5701

SIQM 0.9278 0.8560 0.8564 0.7930 0.7934 0.8071

DIBR-synthesized images. SIAT-3D on the other hand, focuses
on the impact of compression distortion on the virtual images.
MCL-3D dataset has been proposed by Media Communications
Lab, University of Southern California, and is publicly avail-
able1. It reports MOS values, of 693 stereopair images gener-
ated using DIBR from distorted texture and depth images. The
dataset is created from 9 multiview-videos-plus-depth (MVD)
sequences. Three views from each test sequence are used and a
key frame with corresponding depth maps is selected from each
view. Six distortions with four different levels are applied to ei-
ther texture, depth image or both; the details are presented in
Tab. 2. From these distorted texture images and depth maps, in-
termediate middle virtual images are generated using view syn-
thesis reference software (VSRS) [74] - a depth image based

1http://mcl.usc.edu/mcl-3d-database/

Table 6: Comparison of SIQM and other 3D-IQA Algorithms on Different Dis-
tortion Types in terms of RMSE.

Metric AWN Gauss Sample Transloss JPEG JP2K

3DSwIM 2.1966 1.5263 1.6953 1.3098 1.7564 1.8770

StSD 1.6479 1.4412 1.5820 1.5177 1.5496 1.5308

Benoit 1.6268 1.3666 1.5117 1.4695 1.3627 1.4570

Youl 1.5621 1.3848 1.5019 1.2203 1.3960 1.4549

Youg 1.6518 1.3276 2.0377 1.6895 1.1707 1.6099

Gorley 1.5718 1.3891 1.5118 1.5961 1.2702 1.0479
ST-SIAQ 1.5255 1.5275 1.7180 1.1281 1.5377 1.5158

NIQSV 1.6250 1.4771 1.5479 1.6926 2.2020 1.7726

SIQM 1.5524 1.3027 1.4481 1.4592 1.0642 1.7457

rendering (DIBR) technique. The SIAT-3D2 [45] dataset con-
sists of synthesized videos from 10 different MVD sequences
(1024 × 768 and 1920 × 1088 resolution). Two viewpoints of
each sequence are compressed with 3DV-ATM v10.0 with 14
different texture/depth quantization combinations. From these
compressed texture and depth videos virtual views were gener-
ated by using the VSRS-1D-Fast software implemented in the
recent 3D-HEVC reference software [11]. Thus a total of 140
synthesized videos are available. These videos were rated by 40
subjects using single stimulus paradigm with continuous score
to obtain subjective MOS values.

5.2. Performance Evaluation Parameters
For performance evaluation according to the VQEG guide-

lines [75], we use Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC)
as prediction accuracy test and the Spearman rank order cor-
relation coefficient (SROCC) as prediction monotonicity test.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measure is used to estimate
the prediction error in objective scores and the subjective rat-
ings. Before computing these parameters, as recommended
by the video quality expert group (VQEG) [75], the predicted
scores are mapped to the subjective ratings with a monotonic
nonlinear regression. The logistic function outlined in [76] is
used for regression mapping:

Qp = β1

(
1

2
− 1

1 + exp(β2(Q− β3))

)
+ β4Q+ β5 (13)

whereQp is the mapped score and β1, · · · , β5 are the regression
model parameters.

2http://codec.siat.ac.cn/SIATDatabase/index.html
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Table 7: Overall Performance of SIQM and other 3D-IQA Metrics on SIAT-Synthesized Video Quality dataset.

Metric 3DSwIM Youl Youg StSD Benoit Gorley ST-SIAQ NIQSV SIQM

PLCC 0.2275 0.5230 0.4427 0.6517 0.6423 0.6464 0.3989 0.6248 0.6585
SROCC 0.2394 0.4634 0.4332 0.6051 0.6179 0.6109 0.3626 0.5445 0.6185
RMSE 0.1094 0.0958 0.1007 0.0852 0.0861 0.0857 0.1030 0.0877 0.0846

Table 8: Statistical Significance Matrix between DMOS and the metric predicted quality scores on MCL-3D dataset. A value of ‘1’ means that the performance of
the quality metric in the row is statistically better than that of the column. A value of ‘0’ indicates that the performance of the quality metric in the row is statistically
worse than that of the column and ‘-’ means that the two metrics are statistically equivalent. The first 6 symbols in the codeword represent the distortion types
in MCL-3D dataset in the following order: AWN, Gauss, Sample, Transloss, JPEG, and JP2K. The seventh and eighth symbol corresponds to the MCL and SIAT
datasets, respectively.

Metric 3DSwIM Youl Youg StSd Benoit Gorely ST-SIAQ NIQSV SIQM

3DSwIM -------- 0000000- 0111001- 0-0-00-0 000-0000 00010000 0---000- 000-10-- 000-0000

Youl 1111111- -------- -1110-1- 1--11-1- 0--1---- ---100-- -1111--- ---1111- ---10--0

Youg 1000110- -0001-0- -------- 1000110- -0001-0- -00-100- -000110- -000110- -0000-00

StSd 1-1-11-1 0--00-0- 0111001- -------- 0---0-0- ----00-- 0-1----- ----11-- -00-000-

Benoit 111-1111 1--0---- -1110-1- 1---1-1- -------- 1--100-- -11-1--- 1---111- 1---0--0

Gorely 11101111 ---011-- -11-011- ----11-- 0--011-- -------- -11-11-- ---011-- ---00100

ST-SIAQ 1---111- -0000--- -111001- 1-0----- -00-0--- -00-00-- -------- -00-11-- -00-0-00

NIQSV 111-01-- ---0000- -111001- ----00-- 0---000- ---100-- -11-00-- -------- ----0000

SIQM 111-1111 ---01--1 -1111-11 -11-111- 0---1--1 ---11011 -11-1-11 ----1111 --------

As described earlier, in evaluating the quality of synthesized
images the proposed 3D-IQA metric does not require the corre-
sponding reference images hence, it is not a full-reference IQA
metric. For performance evaluation, we compared SIQM with
the widely used 3D-IQA metrics: 3DSwIM [34], Youl (local
model) [32], Youg (global model) [32], StSD [25], Benoit [37],
Gorley [29], ST-SIAQ [35], and NIQSV [36]. In this set of
compared methods, NIQSV is a no-reference technique while
the rest are full-reference quality metrics.

5.3. Performance Evaluation on MCL-3D and SIAT-3D Datasets
The overall evaluation results of SIQM and other 3D -IQA

algorithms on MCL-3D dataset in terms of PLCC, SROCC and
RMSE are presented Tab. 3. The statistics presented in the table
show that in all three performance criteria SIQM outperforms
all the compared methods. The performance of the proposed
SIQM algorithm and other 3D-IQA algorithms is also evalu-
ated on individual distortions listed in Tab. 2. Tab. 4–6 show
the results of SIQM and other 3D-IQA algorithms on individ-
ual distortion types in terms of PLCC, SROCC and RMSE, re-
spectively. We conclude from these results that on individual
distortions SIQM generally outperforms most other 3D-IQA al-
gorithms. In particular, in terms of PLCC SIQM performs the
best on Gauss, Sample, and JPEG distortions. You and Gorely
algorithms perform better than SIQM on Transloss and JP2K
distortions respectively. Similar statistics can be observed in
SROCC and RMSE performance parameters reported in Tab. 5
and 6).

xWe also present the performance analysis of the proposed
3D quality metric on SIAT Synthesized Video Quality dataset

(SIAT-3D) [45]. SIAT-3D has been designed to test the per-
formance of 3D-IQA algorithms in presence of 3D video com-
pression distortion. To measure the performance of SIQM we
used 50 test sequences where both texture and depth are com-
pressed with different quantization parameters and we omit the
limit cases where either texture or depth videos are left uncom-
pressed. Tab. 7 reports the performance of SIQM and other
3D-IQA algorithms.

From these results, we can note that the proposed algo-
rithm outperforms all compared methods with average PLCC
of 0.658, SROCC of 0.6185, and 0.0846 RMSE.

5.4. Statistical Significance Test
In order to draw statistically meaningful conclusions about

the performance of the proposed quality metric, we conducted
statistical significant tests. We test the Gaussianity of the resid-
ual differences between the DMOS and 3D-IQA predictions
after non-linear mapping, and use the F-statistic to compare
the variance of the two distributions [76]. In particular the F-
test is used to check if, under Gaussian distribution hypothe-
sis, the residuals of two quality metrics being evaluated come
from the same distribution and therefore are statistically indis-
tinguishable [45, 76, 77]. The ratio between variances of the
residuals of the two quality metrics is computed and compared
with the F-ratio to determine their significance. The F-ratio
threshold is obtained from the F-distribution look-up table with
alpha = 0.05.

The results of statistical significance test are presented in
Tab. 8. Each entry in the table is a codeword of 8 charac-
ters. The first six symbols correspond to the distortion types
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AWN, Gauss, Sample, Transloss, JPEG, and JP2K of MCL-
3D dataset, respectively (Tab. 2). The seventh symbol corre-
spond to MCL-3D whole dataset, and the eighth symbol repre-
sents the SIAT-3D dataset. Symbol ‘1’ in the codeword means
that the IQA algorithm in row is statistically better than that
on the column and symbol ‘0’ that the quality metric on the
column is better than that on the row. The symbol ‘-’ de-
notes that the two quality assessment algorithms are statistically
indistinguishable. It can be noted from the reported analysis
that the proposed SIQM performs the best among all compared
methods on subsets AWN, Gauss, Sample, and JPEG. How-
ever, in Transloss and JP2K, Youl and Gorley are statistically
better metrics, respectively. We see that on the whole MCL-
3D dataset, SIQM performs significantly better than other algo-
rithms, except Benoit and Gorley which performs equivalently
well. On SIAT-3D dataset, our method performs significantly
better than all the competing 3D-IQA algorithms.

The results of performance evaluation on MCL-3D and SIAT-
3D datasets allow us to conclude that the performance achieved
by the proposed SIQM is very convincing, considering that it
evaluates the quality of DIBR-synthesized image in absence of
the corresponding reference images.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a 3D-IQA algorithm has been presented to
estimate the quality of DIBR generated virtual images. We pro-
posed two metrics, one to estimate the quality of the synthe-
sized image and the other to compute the quality of the depth
map; the two metrics are then combined into a single quality in-
dicator: SIQM. The texture distortion metric is based upon the
cyclopean eye theory and divisive normalization. It estimates
the statistical characteristics of the cyclopean images from the
input original and the distorted images. Then these character-
istics are compared to assess the quality of the virtual image
without using the original image corresponding to the virtual
image. In the second metric, we use the local histograms of the
depth maps to evaluate their quality. The experimental evalua-
tion of the proposed 3D-IQA algorithm carried out on two 3D
synthesized image datasets has shown its effectiveness.
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